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∗
We present a Gaussian state analysis of the entanglement generation between two marosopi
atomi ensembles due the ontinuous probing of olletive spin variables by optial Faraday rotation.
The evolution of the mean values and the varianes of the atomi variables is determined and
the entanglement is haraterized by the Gaussian entanglement of formation (GEoF) and the
logarithmi negativity. The eets of indued opposite Larmor rotation of the samples and of light
absorption and atomi deay are analyzed in detail.
I. INTRODUCTION
Marosopi samples of atoms as a resoure of entan-
glement have attrated attention beause of their robust-
ness to single partile losses whih leads to mse lifetimes
of the entangled states and beause of the eetive ou-
pling to light as needed for quantum repeaters and memo-
ries in quantum ommuniation networks [1, 2℄. The the-
oretial proposal [3, 4℄ surprisingly showed that by merely
probing the state of atomi samples with light from a
lassial light soure, one indues an atomi dynamis
where the quantum state evolves by state redution to
entangled states. The experimental implementation of
the proposal [3℄ led to the rst demonstration of entan-
glement between marosopi (∼ 1012) numbers of atoms
[5, 6℄. In this work we extend the theoretial Heisenberg
piture analysis in [3℄ with an analysis addressing diretly
the quantum state of the atoms and its time evolution due
to the interation with the ontinuous wave (w) probe
eld, the bak ation of the measurements, obtained on-
tinuously in time, and light absorption and atomi deay.
We note that a quantum trajetory approah with sim-
ulated state vetor dynamis was presented in [7, 8℄ to
provide a mirosopi desription of the dynamis, but
beause of the dimensions of the Hilbert spaes involved,
these simulations were restrited to a few tens of atoms.
We retain in this work the areful attention of [7, 8℄ to
the quantum mehanial eets of the measurement in a
treatment of marosopi samples by a pratially exat
Gaussian Ansatz for the quantum states. This permits
the use of the powerful formalism of orrelation matries
for Gaussian states [9, 10℄.
The suessful experimental veriation of entangle-
ment of marosopi samples [5℄ utilizes Larmor rotation
of the samples. This presents an experimental advantage
ompared to measuring on only one EPR quadrature at a
time, but until now there has been no thorough theoreti-
al examination of the preise eet of these rotations on
the entanglement generation rate. We give expliit ana-
lyti expressions for the entanglement generation rate as
a funtion of rotation frequeny in the absene of light
∗
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absorption and numerial results in the presene of light
absorption and atomi deay.
In setion II we introdue the desription of the atomi
and light variables and briey disuss the basi intera-
tion. In setion III we introdue a Gaussian desription
of the interation and solve a nonlinear dierential equa-
tion for the atomi variables in the absene of light ab-
sorption. The entanglement is quantied in terms of the
GEoF. In setion IV we desribe the eets of light ab-
sorption and we present analyti solutions for the atomi
variables in the ase of small deoherene eets and nu-
merial solutions for the general ase. In setion V we
disuss the evolution of the mean values of the atomi
variables during the interation. Setion VI onludes
the paper.
II. SETUP AND INTERACTION
l/2
Biasfield
x
zy
Figure 1: A ontinuous wave light beam linearly polarized
along the x-axis is sent through two marosopi samples of
atoms optially pumped with olletive spins in the positive
and the negative x-diretion respetively. The polarization
rotation of the eld is monitored ontinuously. A bias eld
along the x-diretion is applied to indue Larmor rotation of
the atomi spins in the y-z plane during the measurement.
We onsider the system studied experimentally in [5, 6℄
and skethed in Fig. 1 with two marosopi samples of
spin 1/2 partiles polarized along the positive and neg-
ative x-axis respetively. The samples interat with an
o resonant linearly polarized light beam giving rise to
a Kerr-interation between the marosopi spin oper-
ator,
~J , and the Stokes operator of light, ~S. We as-
sume the two atomi samples to be prepared lose to
the maximally polarized state along x with magnitudes
2Jx1 = Jx ≡ Na/2 and Jx2 = −Jx, where Na is the om-
mon number of atoms in eah of the two samples. Here
and in the remaining part of this paper we set h¯ = 1. For
marosopi samples of atoms the quantum mehanial
unertainty in Jx is negligible ompared to the magni-
tude of Jx whih an therefore be onsidered a lassial
number. With large number of photons in the probing
beam the same argument applies to the Stokes vetor
omponent Sx. Dening a vetor of observables
y =


xA1
pA1
xA2
pA2
xL
pL

 =


Jy1/
√
Jx
Jz1/
√
Jx
−Jy2/
√
Jx
Jz2/
√
Jx
Sy/
√
Sx
Sz/
√
Sx


(1)
the system is desribed to a good approximation by oper-
ators whih obey the usual position and momentum om-
mutation relation [xi, xj ] = [pi, pj ] = 0, [xi, pj ] = iδij .
The Hamiltonian for the interation between the light
and either of the two samples will be given by an expres-
sion of the form Hi = κpipL. The oupling strength κ is
proportional to the square root of the number of atoms
and the square root of the photon number, and it will
be related to other physial parameters in the numerial
examples presented below.
To model the ontinuous interation between the
atoms and the inoming w-light eld we propose along
the lines of [11℄ to split the light eld into independent
slies of duration τ . The interation between the sam-
ples and eah light segment are then treated one after
the other. The ontinuous interation and detetion of
the resulting eld then orresponds to taking the τ → 0
limit.
Sine both the number of photons and atoms are very
large and the initial polarized state of the atoms and the
light is a minimum unertainty state, a Gaussian distri-
bution funtion for the quantum variables is valid. This
form is preserved both by the interation and by the de-
tetion [9, 10℄ so we an use the powerful formalism of
orrelation matries to desribe the dynamial evolution
of the system. Within the Gaussian approximation all
information is ontained in the rst two moments of the
quantum variables. We are interested in the entangle-
ment properties of the samples whih are not hanged by
loal displaement operations so the seond moments are
of primary interest. These are olleted in the 6x6 ovari-
ane matrix dened by γij = 2Re 〈(yi − 〈yi〉)(yj − 〈yj〉)〉.
Knowing how the ovariane matrix is updated during
the interation and by the detetion allows us to monitor
the dynamis real-time.
III. NO LIGHT INDUCED DECOHERENCE
We model the evolution of the atomi system from t to
t+ τ by taking sequentially into aount the interation
of initially oherent light with eah atomi sample, the
rotation of the samples, and the homodyne detetion of
the xL quadrature of the light. The evolution of y in the
Heisenberg piture due to the interation between the
light segment and samples 1(2) is given by y(t + τ) =
S1(2)y(t) with the interation matries:
S1 =


1 0 0 0 0 κτ
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 κτ 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

 S2 =


1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 κτ
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 κτ 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1


Taking into aount also the Larmor preession and the
detetion, the orrelation matrix will evolve aording to:
γ(t+ τ) = M [R ·S2 ·S1 · γ(t) ·ST1 ·ST2 ·RT ] (2)
where R denotes a blok diagonal matrix rotating the
atomi variables of the samples an angle ±ωτ and leaving
the light variables unhanged. M[...℄ denotes the eet
of the homodyne detetion. Let the ovariane matrix
before the homodyne measurement be given by:
γ =
(
γa γc
γTc γb
)
(3)
where γa is a 4x4 matrix desribing the atomi subsys-
tem, and γb is a 2x2 matrix desribing the light system.
All atom-light orrelations are ontained in γc. After
the detetion the atomi part of the orrelation matrix is
then given by [9, 10℄:
γa → γa − γc(πγbπ)−γTc (4)
where π = diag(1, 0) beause one quadrature of the light
is assumed to be deteted perfetly and ( · )− denotes the
Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of a matrix.
When Eq.(2) is evaluated for short time segments τ ,
the hange in γ is quadrati in κτ . κ
2
τ is proportional
to the photon number in the beam segment, i.e. propor-
tional to τ and rewriting κ2τ = κ˜
2τ , the dierential limit
for the atomi orrelation matrix an be formed:
dγa
dt
= rγa + γar
T + κ˜2(A˜− γaB˜γTa ) (5)
where:
A˜ =


1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0

 , B˜ =


0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1

 (6)
and
r =


0 ω 0 0
−ω 0 0 0
0 0 0 −ω
0 0 ω 0

 (7)
We note that the evolution of the atomi ovariane
matrix aused by the measurements given by Eq. (4) is
deterministi (despite the random outomes of the dete-
tion) and non-linear.
3A. Riatti equation and solution
The nonlinear dierential Eq. (5) an be solved using
the Riatti method as eg. mentioned in the appendix of
[12℄. The generi Riatti equation is:
dV
dt
= C−DV(t) −V(t)A −V(t)BV(t) (8)
Using the deomposition V(t) = W(t)U−1(t) it an
be shown that the nonlinear dierential equation an be
replaed by the linear equation:
(
dW(t)
dt
dU(t)
dt
)
=
( −D C
B A
)(
W(t)
U(t)
)
(9)
Mathing our equation to the generi Riatti equation
and observing that γTa = γa we obtain the linear set of
equations
(
dW(t)
dt
dU(t)
dt
)
=
(
r κ˜2A˜
κ˜2B˜ r
)(
W(t)
U(t)
)
(10)
where we have used that r = −rT .
Choosing the W and U matries to start out as 4x4
identity matries this system of oupled linear dierential
equations an be solved. The result is fairly ompliated
but an be simplied by applying a time dependent ro-
tation of ∓ωt/2 to sample one and two respetively. A
further simpliation an be made by noting that the
measured quadratures are really the sum of p's and the
dierene of x'es. In the sum/dierene basis:


1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1
1 −1 0 0
0 0 1 −1

 (11)
where the rst and the third olumns are the basis vetors
orresponding to the sum of x'es and p's and the seond
and the fourth orrespond to the dierene, we get the
sum/dierene orrelation matrix:
γsda =


a+ 0 0 0
0 1a− 0 0
0 0 1a+ 0
0 0 0 a−

 (12)
where a± = 1+ κ˜2t± κ˜2ω sin(ωt). Dening the total au-
mulated interation at time t as κ2t ≡ κ˜2t and the total
rotated angle θ ≡ ωt we get the main result of this se-
tion:
a± = 1+κ2t ±
κ2t
θ
sin(θ)→
{
1 + κ2t ± κ2t θ → 0
1 + κ2t θ →∞ (13)
We see that as θ → 0 we get 1 + 2κ2t and 1, i.e. the
harateristi squeezing and anti-squeezing of the mea-
sured and their onjugate variables and no hange in the
unobserved ones. For θ → ∞, i.e. after many rotations
we squeeze the two quadratures symmetrially and anti-
squeeze their onjugate variables by the fator 1 + κ2t .
Note that the redued squeezing by a fator of two in
the rotated ase omes from the fat that we eetively
only spend half the time measuring on eah quadrature.
The result without rotations mathes that of [3℄ and the
strongly rotated result agrees with alulations from [6℄.
B. Gaussian Entanglement of Formation
As an entanglement measure we hoose the reently
proposed Gaussian Entanglement of Formation(GEoF) of
[13℄. This measure agrees with the Von Neuman entropy
for pure states and it an easily be alulated from the
ovariane matrix. It is given by:
GEoF (∆) = c+(∆) log2[c+(∆)]− c−(∆) log2[c−(∆)]
(14)
where c±(∆) = (∆−1/2 ±∆1/2)2/4 and ∆2 = Var(x1 −
x2)Var(p1 + p2). Note that the small ∆ approximation:
GEoF (∆) ≈ log2
(
1
∆
)
+
1
ln 2
− 2 (15)
shows an error of 10−5 at ∆ = 1/100, 0.001 at ∆ = 1/10,
and only 1% at ∆ = 1/5 so it is widely appliable. From
Eqs. (12) and (13) ∆2 an be shown to be
∆2 =
1
(1 + κ2t )
2 − κ4tθ2 sin2(θ)
(16)
whih tells us that the entanglement will sale as
log2(κ
2
t ) = 2 log2(κt) with rotation and with log2(κt)
without rotations. The fator of two is exatly what one
should expet sine rotations enable us to squeeze both
quadratures ompared to squeezing only one of them.
This eet was also observed in [7℄.
In Fig. 2 we show the entanglement plotted as a fun-
tion of κt and θ. As an be seen, the transition from the
stati to the rotated regime ours before one full revolu-
tion is reahed. That is, given a total interation time, t,
there is no real gain in hoosing the frequeny larger than
ωcrit = 1/t. This arises from the fat that we measure
x− cos(θ) + p+ sin(θ) and this operator ommutes with
the operators measured at all previous times (other val-
ues of θ). It is therefore the aumulated measurement
on eah quadrature that ounts and this will not benet
from many rotations ompared to a single rotation. In
the experiments of [5, 6℄ νL ≈ 320kHz and Tprobe ≈ 1ms
so the spins will rotate several hundreds of times in one
pulse and the results are thus rmly obtained in the ω
independent regime. Note that both axes in Fig. 2 rep-
resent time dependent quantities.
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Figure 2: 3D plot of GEoF as a funtion of the aumulated
interation strength κt and the rotated angle θ. The plot
learly shows that the transition from the stati to the rotated
regime has ourred already before one full revolution of the
atomi spins has taken plae. In both the stati and the
rotated regions we learly see the logarithmi behavior of the
GEoF as a funtion of κt.
IV. LIGHT ABSORPTION AND ATOMIC
DECAY
Due to the interation with the light eld every atom
has a rate by whih it is exited and deays by sponta-
neous emission to any of the atomi ground states, and
every photon is absorbed with a given probability. This
atomi depumping parameter and the photon absorp-
tion probability are given by ητ ≡ ητ = Φτ σA
(
Γ
∆
)2
, and
ǫ = Na
σ
A
(
Γ
∆
)2
respetively. Φ is the photoni ux, A is
the ross setion of the atomi sample illuminated by the
light, ∆ is the detuning from resonane, σ is the ross se-
tion on resonane for the probed transition, and Γ is the
orresponding spontaneous deay rate. The optial den-
sity on resonane is α0 = Na
σ
A . This gives the relation for
the oupling parameter introdued above, κ2τ (0) = ητα0.
The deay of the mean spin makes the oupling onstant
time dependent, κ2τ = κ
2
τ (0)e
−ηt
. We will in our numer-
ial simulations use the experimentally motivated values
of 5 MHz for the deay rate Γ and 1000 MHz for the de-
tuning ∆. Many results will be presented as a funtion
of α0 so a brief disussion of the experimentally realiz-
able optial densities is in order. In the experiments of
[5, 6℄ α0 ≈ 5 whereas optial densities of 100 or more an
be routinely ahieved in MOTs (see e.g. [14℄). Using a
Bose-Einstein ondensate α0 ≈ 1000 an be ahieved.
A. Covariane matrix update and Riatti equation
We now derive an expression for the time evolution
of the ovariane matrix due to photon loss and atomi
deay. Due to atomi deay, during a time interval τ , a
fration ητ of the atoms deays into a random mixture
of the ground states, giving rise to the new value of the
variane of one of the atomi olletive spin omponent:
< J ′2z > = (1− ητ )2 < J2z > +(1− (1− ητ )2)N/4
≈ (1− ητ )2 < J2z > +ητN/4 + ητN/4 (17)
in the ητ ≪ 1 limit. The atomi deay leads to a orre-
sponding redution of the mean spin J ′x = (1− ητ )Jx.
At this stage the gas ontains two omponents: the
atoms whih have not deayed, desribed by the rst two
terms in the latter expression and the ones whih have
deayed, desribed by the last term. If nothing else hap-
pens to the atoms, subsequent interation with the light
an have no further eet on the random omponent, but
a new fration of atoms will be randomized and we obtain
the iterated expression for the spin variane
< J2z,1 > = (1− ητ )2 < J2z,0 > +ητ
N
4
+ ητ
N
4
< J2z,2 > = (1− ητ )2[(1− ητ )2 < J2z,0 > +ητ
N
4
]
+ητ
N(1− ητ )
4
+ ητ [1 + (1 − ητ )]N
4
... = ...
< J2z,n > = (1− η)2n < J2z,0 >
+ητ

(1 − ητ )n−1 + 2(n−1)∑
j=n
(1 − ητ )j

 N
4
+ητ
n−1∑
j=0
(1− ητ )jN
4
. (18)
In the limit n → ∞ only the last term, representing the
fully random omponent of the gas, will ontribute. The
geometrial series gives 1/ητ , so we see that the initial
squeezing will deay exponentially as expeted and we
will end up with N unpolarized atoms eah ontributing
1/4 to the variane as expeted. Note that in the spin 1/2
ase this oinides with the noise of atoms in the oherent
spin state in whih the atomi samples are initialized in
this paper. This does not, however, hold for higher spin.
Taking into aount that the ovariane matrix deals
with the transverse spin omponents saled by the maro-
sopi longitudinal mean spin, we obtain for the orre-
sponding diagonal ovariane matrix element:
γna,ii = (1 − ητ )nγ0a,ii +
ητ
2

 1
1− ητ +
n−2∑
j=−n
(1− ητ )j

 .
(19)
This analysis treats the atoms that have deayed and
the ones that have not deayed on unequal footing, and
it hene breaks with the Gaussian state Ansatz, whih
assumes that all information is in the olletive variane
and mean values for the entire atomi ensemble. The
analysis does not make it easy to treat the oherent part
5of the interations and the measurement bak ation,
that we are interested in, and we hene wish to inves-
tigate, whether restoration to the Gaussian state Ansatz
will yield a large disrepany with the exat results. To
this end, we go bak to the update formula, Eq. (17), and
insist that the variane obtained here should be treated
as the variane desribing a Gaussian state ensemble, i.e.,
we do not disriminate between the two kinds of atoms.
In subsequent time steps, we thus simply iterate the same
expression, as if all atoms ontribute evenly to the joint
variane. The result of this iteration is readily obtained:
γa(t+ τ) = (1− ητ )γa(t) + Na
4Jx(t+ τ)
ητI4. (20)
Note that sine Jx(t) = (Na/2)e
−ηt
the last term will
diverge exponentially in time. In order to ompare with
Eq. (19) we iterate the diagonal elements of Eq. (20) n
times:
γna,ii = (1− ητ )nγ0a,ii + ητ
n∑
j=1
(1− ητ )n−2j . (21)
In the ontinuous limit t = nτ with ητ → 0 and n→∞
both Eq. (19) and Eq. (21) yield the same behavior:
γa,ii(t) = e
−ηtγa,ii(t = 0) + sinh(ηt) (22)
This supports the use of the update formula, Eq. (20),
with the underlying assumption of a Gaussian state, to-
gether with the evolution of γ due to interation and
measurements. This approah was also utilized in [11, 15℄
albeit not with the areful justiation presented above.
When light absorption is inluded the interation of a
light segment with one sample i is desribed by [15℄:
γ(t+ τ) = D¯(ητ , ǫ)Si(κτ )γ(t)Si(κτ )
T D¯(ητ , ǫ)
+Di(ητ , ǫ)γnoise,i (23)
where, following the above argument, for the rst sam-
ple we have, D1(η1, ǫ1) = diag(η1, η1, 0, 0, ǫ1, ǫ1),
D¯1(η1, ǫ1) =
√
1−D1(η1, ǫ1) and γnoise,1 =
diag(ξ, ξ, 0, 0, 1, 1) (and similarly D2(η2, ǫ2) =
diag(0, 0, η2, η2, ǫ2, ǫ2), γnoise,2 = diag(0, 0, ξ, ξ, 1, 1)).
The fator ξ ≡ Nat/ 〈Jx(t)〉 starts out as 2 and inreases
exponentially beause of the deay of the mean spin due
to exitation and subsequent deay of atoms.
As in setion III the dierential equation for the or-
relation matrix an be found:
dγa
dt
= r˜γ + γr˜T + A˜− (1− ǫ)κ˜2γB˜γT (24)
where
A˜ =


κ˜2 + ξ(t)η 0 κ˜2
√
1− ǫ 0
0 ξ(t)η 0 0
κ˜2
√
1− ǫ 0 κ˜2 + ξ(t)η 0
0 0 0 ξ(t)η

 (25)
B˜ =


0 0 0 0
0 1− ǫ 0 √1− ǫ
0 0 0 0
0
√
1− ǫ 0 1

 (26)
and r˜ = r− (η/2)I4, where r is dened in Eq. (7). Note
that the oeients are now time dependent whih om-
pliates matters slightly.
This Riatti equation an of ourse easily be solved
numerially but is in its most general form too ompli-
ated to admit analytial solution. If noise terms arising
from the absorption of light, i.e. all terms involving ǫ
are negleted, the Riatti equation an be solved with-
out rotations and in the strongly rotated regime. These
solutions will be derived rst and then the general results
will be disussed.
B. Analytial results
1. Without rotations
Without rotations γa beomes diagonal in the
sum/dierene basis if we neglet the photon absorption
(ǫ = 0). The two omponents involved in the measure-
ment give:
γsd11 =Var(xA1 + xA2) = e
−ηt[e2ηt + 2α0ηt] (27)
γsd33 =Var(pA1 + pA2)
=
eηt (δ cosh(δηt) + sinh(δηt))
δ cosh(δηt) + (1 + 2α0) sinh(δηt)
(28)
where δ =
√
1 + 4α0. The two remaining omponents
inrease exponentially:
γsd22 = Var(xA1 − xA2) = γsd44 = Var(pA1 − pA2) = eηt
(29)
The validity of this solution an be tested by omparing
with full numerial solutions. In Fig. 3 we plot the GEoF
as a funtion of κ2t (proportional with the total number
of transmitted photons) and we see that in the ase of
dissipation, the entanglement reahes a maximum, and
hereafter it deays and vanishes at a point when - beause
of the deay of the marosopi spin - the atomi samples
are in a mixed state with too few orrelations to display
atual entanglement.
As an be seen in Fig. 3 the analyti expression ts
very well with the nontrivial result of the numerial al-
ulation. The omparison is made for an optial depth,
α0 = 100, orresponding to ǫ =
Γ2
∆2 ·α0 = 0.0025 ≪ 1.
For larger optial depths, the quality of the analytial ex-
pression deteriorates whereas for lower optial densities
the error of the analytial expression is negligible. This
thus establishes the regime of validity for the analyti
expression.
It is interesting to investigate when the maximum en-
tanglement is reahed and at what level as a funtion of
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Figure 3: The generated entanglement vs. time of numerial
simulation (full) and analytial solution(dashed). The optial
density is 100 giving rise to only a slight dierene between
the two urves. The numerial solution is also represented in
terms of the logarithmi negativity (dash-dot) whih will be
disussed in a later setion. For further omparison a numer-
ial simulation of GEoF with rotations (θtotal = 100 · 2pi) is
inluded (dotted).
α0 and η. By dierentiating ∆ =
√
γ22γ33 with respet
to time we get:
tcrit =
arccosh(12
√
−2α2−4α3+(1+5α+4α2)
√
α3
α3 )√
1 + 4αη
(30)
Note the simple inverse saling with η. Sine η and t
only appear as a produt in Eqs. (27) and (29) the inverse
saling of tcrit with η means that the maximum ahievable
entanglement will be independent of η. This behavior
ould also be predited from the fat that as seen in Eqs.
(28) and (29) ∆ is a funtion of the produt ηt.
2. Many rotations
To solve Eq. (24) in the ase of many rotations we
dene a new set of anonial operators [6℄:
xˆA =
Jˆ′y1−Jˆ′y2√
2Jx
, xˆL =
√
2
SxT
∫ T
0 Sˆy(t) cos(ωLt)dt
pˆA =
Jˆ′z1+Jˆ
′
z2√
2Jx
, pˆL =
√
2
SxT
∫ T
0
Sˆz(t) cos(ωLt)dt
(31)
where Jˆ ′k refers to rotating frame oordinates, i.e. oor-
dinates rotated an angle ωLt ompared to the usual lab
frame oordinates. With these olletive operators we
regain the same formal desription of the interation as
in the non-rotating ase:
xˆoutA = xˆ
in
A + κpˆ
in
L , pˆ
out
A = pˆ
in
A
xˆoutL = xˆ
in
L + κpˆ
in
A , pˆ
out
L = pˆ
in
L
(32)
Note that in this formalism the atomi orrelation matrix
is redued to a 2x2 matrix whereas the orrelation matrix
of light remains a 2x2 matrix.
To illustrate the use of this new desription rst ne-
glet all deoherene. With the usual update equation
for the system we an form the dierential equation for
the atomi orrelation matrix:
∂γa
∂t
= κ2
(
1 0
0 0
)
− κ2γa
(
0 0
0 1
)
γa (33)
When this is inserted into the Riatti equation we easily
derive the solution:
γa(t) =
(
1 + κ2t 0
0 1
1+κ2t
)
(34)
whih oinides with the rotated solution found in (13).
In order to treat deoherene analytially an approxi-
mation similar to that of setion IVB1, i.e. ignoring all ǫ
dependent noise ontributions, has to be made. The loss
of light in the rst sample, represented by ǫ will reate
asymmetries between the two samples whih would ause
the xˆA, pˆA formalism of Eqs. (31,32) to break down. The
regime of validity is thus expeted to be similar to that
of setion IVB1, i.e. α0 <∼ 100.
We will onsider the ase of small values of ηt, i.e. the
atomi samples retain a onstant polarization along the
x-axis and the dierential equation has onstant oe-
ients.
γa =
(
e−ηt [(α0 + 4)(eηt − 1) + 1] 0
0 7(e
ηtβ−1)+(eηtβ+1)β
(eηtβ−1)(1+2α0)+(eηtβ+1)β
)
(35)
where β =
√
1 + 16α0.
An expansion in small ηt yields:
γ11 ≈ (1− ηt)(1 + (α0 + 4)ηt) (36)
γ22 ≈ 2 + ηt(7 +
√
1 + 16α0)
2 + ηt(1 + 2α0 +
√
1 + 16α0)
(37)
Eq. (37) shows that a value of 1 + 2α0 > 7, is required
in order to get squeezing in pA. Again we see that the
varianes are only funtions of the two variables α0 and
ηt, and in the limit of vanishing noise we obtain γ11 →
1 + κ2t and γ22 → 1/(1 + κ2t ), in aordane with our
earlier results.
C. General results
We now turn to general numerial results beyond the
regime of validity of the analytial solutions. First how-
ever we need to note that the GEoF is not appliable in
the presene of the large asymmetries between the two
ells that ours at high α0. We therefore introdue the
logarithmi negativity of [16℄.
1. Logarithmi negativity
In this measure the sympleti spetrum of the partial
transpose of the ovariane matrix γTA is used to al-
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Figure 4: The maximum generated degree of entanglement as
a funtion of α0 with and without rotations.
ulate the degree of entanglement. In the partial trans-
position all ovariane matrix elements involving pA and
other observables are multiplied by (-1). The sympleti
eigenvalues are most onveniently alulated by omput-
ing the eigenvalues of the matrix σ−1γ, where σ is the
matrix speifying the ommutators: σαβ = −i[yα, yβ].
For m systems this gives 2m omplex eigenvalues λk.
The logarithmi negativity entanglement measure is then
given by:
log.neg. = −
2m∑
k=1
log2[min(1, 2|λk|)] (38)
This is a valid entanglement monotone even for asym-
metri samples but it does not oinide with the Von
Neuman entropy for pure states as the GEoF does. If
γ is diagonal in the sum/dierene basis the eigenvalues
an be expressed in terms of the diagonal entries:
λ = ±i
√
γsd11γ
sd
44 + γ
sd
22γ
sd
33 ± (γsd11γsd44 − γsd22γsd33)
8
(39)
Without losses the ovarianes are speied by Eq.
(13) giving a logarithmi negativity of log2(κ
2
t ) + 1 and
2 log2(κ
2
t ) in the non-rotated and the rotated regimes re-
spetively at κ2t ≫ 1. This is about a fator of two larger
than the GEoF as speied in Eq. (15). The dierene
between GEoF and the logarithmi negativity in the pres-
ene of deoherene is illustrated in Fig. 3 where log.
neg.(dash-dotted) is seen to be approximately a fator of
three larger than the GEoF (full drawn).
2. Numerial results
In Fig. 4 we see the degree of entanglement generated
with and without rotations. For low optial densities the
improvement in the degree of entanglement due to rota-
tions of the samples is lose to the fator of two, whih we
got in the absene of deoherene. This is also illustrated
in Fig. 3 for the ase of α0 = 100. For higher optial den-
sities the benets of rotations seem to derease. This is
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Figure 5: The ηt at whih the entanglement has deayed to
zero with and without rotations. The solid urve is alulated
from Eqs. (27-29) assuming no rotations and no asymmetry
between the two samples.
probably the result of the ompliated interplay between
the beneial rotations and the inreasing asymmetry be-
tween the two samples at high optial densities. It would
ertainly be a of great interest to study this further and
to onsider protools where the samples are illuminated
with lasers from both sides to restore their symmetry.
In Fig. 5 we show at whih aumulated ηt the entan-
glement has dereased to zero. The theoretial urve is
alulated from Eqs. (27) to (29). This solution ts the
numerial results perfetly within the regime of validity,
that is up to α = 200. After this point entanglement de-
ays rapidly, indiating that light losses whih introdue
asymmetry between the two samples are detrimental to
the entanglement. As an be seen, the entanglement is
not only inreased by rotations. The rotated samples also
seem to be a lot less vulnerable to light losses. Note that
the deay in all ases happens in the viinity of ηt = 1
whih ould be expeted from the exponential harater
of the deay of the mean spin and the resulting exponen-
tial growth of γnoise.
V. MEAN VALUES
The generated entanglement is of no pratial use un-
less the mean values of the atomi parameters are known.
These will be aeted by the interation aording to:
〈y(t + τ)〉 = D¯2S2D¯1S1 〈y(t)〉 (40)
The mean values of the atomi variables after the inter-
ation 〈ya(t+ τ)〉 will subsequently transform aording
to the result of the homodyne measurement as:
〈ya(t+ τ)〉 → 〈ya(t)〉+ γc(πγbπ)−1(χ, 0)T (41)
where χ is the dierene between the measurement re-
sult and the mean value of the deteted eld omponent.
That is, the evolution of the mean values is determined
by the value of the orrelation matrix at a given time.
8Note also that it is the deviation from the mean value
of the light that determines the evolution of the atomi
mean values and not the measurement result itself. This
will be disussed further below. The orrelation matrix
an be made diagonal in the sum/dierene basis. We
an therefore without loss of generality assume γa(t) to
be diagonal.
Having established the relatively large domain of va-
lidity of the analytial solution of the lossy system with-
out rotations and negligible absorption losses in setion
IVB1 we now apply the results of that setion to Eq.
(41). Given the fat that all mean values start out as zero
we obtain the transformation of the atomi variables:
〈ya(t+ τ)〉 = (1− ητ/2) 〈ya(t)〉+ κτγsd33


0
1
0
1

χ (42)
where γsd33 has the value speied in Eq. (28). We see that
the two x-variables will have zero mean at all times and
the two p-variables will experiene the same evolution.
After the interation we get in the limit of vanishing ǫ:
γ55 = 2Var(xL) = 1 + 2γ
sd
33κ
2
τ (43)
Sine we always work in the regime κ2τ ≪ 1 and γsd33 ≈ 1
in the relevant regime we an safely assume γ55 = 1.
This means that the dierene between the result of the
homodyne measurement of xL and its expetation value,
will be a Gaussian random variable, χ with zero mean
and variane 1/2.
Eq. (42) an be transformed into a stohasti dieren-
tial equation with the solution:
〈p(T )〉 =
∫ T
0
e−η(T−t)/2
κ˜√
2
γsd33dW (44)
where dW =
√
2dtχ is a stohasti Wiener inrement
with zero mean and variane dt. We reognize an expo-
nential memory deay for early detetion events, with
tmem ≈ 2/η, and a ovariane matrix weight fator,
γsd33(t), based on the state of the atoms at the partiu-
lar time. From Eq (44) it follows that the onditional
mean value of p will be a stohasti variable with zero
mean and variane:
Var(〈p(T )〉) = κ˜
2
2
∫ T
0
e−η(T−t)(γsd33)
2dt (45)
To illustrate the physial interpretation of Eq. (45) we
neglet deoherene and rotations. In this simple ase we
an perform the integration in Eq. (45) analytially:
Var(〈p(T )〉) = κ˜
2
2
∫ T
0
1
(1 + 2κ˜2t)2
dt =
1
2
κ˜2T
1 + 2κ˜2T
(46)
Sine 〈p1(T )〉 = 〈p2(T )〉, Var(〈p1(T )〉 + 〈p2(T )〉) will be
four times the result of Eq. (46). It follows that at any
time
γsd33 + 4Var(〈p〉) =
1
1 + 2κ2t
+
2κ2t
1 + 2κ2t
= 1 (47)
Initially, the expetation value is well determined (0)
whereas the quantum deviation from this value is given
by the initial Gaussian distribution. After a signiant
interation time the quantum mehanial unertainty will
be redued but the value within the initial distribution
at whih the expetation value settles is unertain.
Eqs. (42,44) express the onditional mean value of the
atomi variable in terms of the dierene between the
optial read-out and its expetation value. It is interest-
ing to obtain similar expressions in terms of the atual
read-out. Sine the oherent light initially has zero mean
Eq. (40) shows us that the measured light omponent
will have the mean value:
〈xL(t)〉 = κτ (〈p1(t)〉+ 〈p2(t)〉) (48)
in the absene of ǫ deay. We thus start by writing χ in
Eq. (42) as χ˜ − 2κτ 〈p(t)〉. The atomi p variable thus
hanges as
〈p(t+ τ)〉 = (1− ητ/2) 〈p(t)〉 + κτγsd33(t)(χ˜− 2κτ 〈p(t)〉)
(49)
where χ˜ is the random detetor output. Taking the limit
of initesimal τ = dt and dening the measured Wiener
inrement dW˜ =
√
2dtχ˜, we an integrate Eq. (49):
〈p(T )〉 =
∫ T
0
e−η(T−t)/2−
∫
T
t
2κ˜2γsd33 (t
′)dt′ κ˜√
2
γsd33(t)dW˜
(50)
In the limit of η = 0, γsd33(t) = 1/(1 + 2κ˜
2t), and we
an expliitly integrate the argument of the exponential
funtion in Eq. (50), and we obtain
〈p(T )〉 =
∫ T
0
1 + 2κ˜2t
1 + 2κ˜2T
κ˜√
2
γsd33dW˜
=
κ˜√
2(1 + 2κ˜2T )
∫ T
0
dW˜ (51)
This remarkable result shows that all measurements
should be weighted equally in the absene of deoher-
ene and rotations. When transformed bak into regu-
lar angular momenta the ommon weight fator has a
lear interpretation as the ratio between the shot to shot
atomi noise ontribution, the so-alled projetion noise,
and the total noise in omplete aordane with the result
obtained in [6℄.
We stress that the result (51) was obtained for the non-
rotated and non-deaying atomi systems. Deay an be
inluded easily aording to Eq. (50). In addition to the
exponential damping term, this will involve a more om-
pliated expression for γ33(t), and the onditioned mean
value of p(T) will no longer be given by the integrated
9measurement outome. We an understand that atomi
mean values attained early during the measurements de-
ay and hene they ontribute less to the nal 〈p(T )〉
than the most reent ontributions to the optial dete-
tion. Sine deay is inevitable, our analysis suggests that
experiments must be arried out so that the optial signal
is reorded in time bins whih are muh shorter than the
atomi deoherene time η−1. The results will then be
in good agreement with our ontinuous update theory.
VI. CONCLUSION
In onlusion, we have presented a theory for the
preparation of entangled atomi ensembles by detetion
of the Faraday polarization rotation of a ontinuous op-
tial eld passing though both ensembles. Our Gaussian
Ansatz is very well justied for large atomi ensembles
and for free spae atom-light interation, where only the
interation with many photons appreiably modies the
atomi state. The theory inorporates the interation be-
tween the atoms and the optial eld, atomi deay, and
the measurement indued transformation of the atomi
state. The redution of the full quantum state desrip-
tion to a simple Gaussian state fully represented by a set
of mean values and a ovariane matrix makes the system
straight forward to deal with numerially, and analytial
results an be obtained in several important ases.
The entanglement between the atomi ensembles is
quantied by the Gaussian Entanglement of Formation
and the Logarithmi Negativity, and we identify the opti-
mal performane of the entanglement sheme in the pres-
ene of atomi deay. Our analysis onrms a number
of results, derived in less omplete or purely numerial
studies, and it presents an intuitive physial piture of
the ontinuous transformation of the atomi quantum
state from an initial state with no atomi orrelations
into a state with stronger orrelations of the quantum
observables, around mean values with a broader random
distribution - but known by the experimentalist in every
implementation of the experiment.
The results of our analysis are relevant for urrent ex-
perimental eorts to exploit entangled atomi ensembles
for quantum purposes, but we also wish to emphasize
the strengths of the theoretial method, whih make it
readily adapt to a wide variety of experiments.
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